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1 Introduction

1.1 Preamble
“The colour of the object illuminated partakes of the colour of that which illuminates it.” 
Although likely mistranslated from the original text, it remains clear what Leonardo Da Vinci was 
trying to impart on students of art. 

This phrase also applies to the world of technology and knowledge, and their transference. We 
understand the technologies currently in use or in development as the result of knowledge accu- 
mulated over time and applied in varied, and sometimes new, forms. Education and practice 
allow scientists and researchers to understand the phenomena they observe at a fundamental 
level, and to devise novel methods to apply their understanding of them. To paraphrase the 
previous quote, the light of knowledge and experience can craft an idea into something entirely new. 

However, the knowledge that is generated in one locale frequently needs to be translated, trans-
ferred or transliterated to find meaningful application in another. In other words, in the dynamics 
of science and technology, the spawning grounds of theory and the hatching grounds of applica-
tion are divided by an ocean of experience and time - and it is across this ocean we aim to swim.

1.2 Primary research question
The transfer of knowledge across the metaphorical ocean of experience and time is not radically 
different from the reality. The end-results of the vast interplay between individuals, firms, universi-
ties and environments - be they products, processes or ideas - follow convoluted paths, operating 
via metaphorical diffusion gradients. Unlike diffusion gradients seen in nature, the diffusion 
process in knowledge transfer does not spontaneously occur. It takes concerted effort, be it at 
the fine-grained level of two individuals communicating, or at the supra-national policy level. 
There remains uncertainty in the research that has been produced on knowledge transfer. Many 
studies have argued that knowledge transfer does occur, and this is stated as a matter of fact. 
However, there are still many questions surrounding the operationalisation of knowledge transfer. 
We still do not know what knowledge is transferred, from where and to whom, and how the transfer 
and reception work exactly. Adding to this, we do not know the conditions surrounding knowl-
edge transfer. To clarify this is not only of scholarly interest, but also of interest to society in terms 
of innovation and innovation policy, higher education and science policy. Industry has a vested 
interest in this, as knowledge transfer between academia and industry provides a significant portion 
of the inspiration and knowledge they require to produce and develop products and services. 

To deduce the processes and mechanisms involved in knowledge transfer, it is necessary to 
observe the specific quanta and carriers of knowledge. However, unlike a Heisenbergian interpre-
tation, it is possible to analyse both the quanta and the carrier at the same time. To do this, it is 
necessary to define the three primary aspects of knowledge transfer. The first involves the 
knowledge itself - how was it generated, how has it developed and how is it primed for transfer. 
The second involves the ‘sender’ and ‘receiver’ of the information or knowledge - who are they 
and how has each contributed to the knowledge. And the third involves the environment - how 
have the conditions surrounding the knowledge facilitated a productive transfer. 
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The receptivity and application of knowledge, is known as its absorptive capacity, and is a major 
facet in knowledge transfer. Two key aspects of absorptive capacity contribute to the understanding 
of knowledge transfer: the capacities of the individual researcher and those of the firm and its 
environment. The structure and patterns of communication between a researcher and his or her 
environment is a key factor in describing the absorptive capacity of the individuals and firms 
involved. Communication between actors occurs in a specific environment, with specific environ-
mental and social factors influencing the transfer of knowledge. In addition, complementing 
available knowledge assets by linking to and incorporating external knowledge, can spawn 
entirely new lines of thinking. 

As such, the primary question I want to answer in this thesis is:
What knowledge elements are transferred from academia to industry, how are they trans-
ferred, and what factors influence this transfer?

The results should provide a base for future studies of the effectiveness of certain knowledge 
transfer strategies and their effect on firm development. In order to clarify the factors that 
influence knowledge transfer, the role of Science Parks is closely scrutinised, highlighting many of 
the positive aspects cited by proponents of such research infrastructures, but also bringing 
forward the mythical aspects.

1.3 Theoretical framework

1.3.1 Knowledge transfer
The concept of knowledge transfer between academia and industry at a theoretical level was 
thought to follow a linear process (Gibbons et al., 1994) and was held to be the standard for 
many years. There is a clear theoretical move towards a complex interplay between knowledge 
producers, users and environment including feedback paths, in ‘systems of innovation’ (Edquist & 
Hommen, 1999), including the triple helix notion of overlapping academic, industrial and 
governmental knowledge creation and stimulation (Etzkowitz, 1998; Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000). 
These systems of innovation theories are grand in design, covering geographic or technological 
areas (Hekkert et al., 2007) and address the meta-environment of science and technology 
interactions (Meyer, 2002). They function well to describe the optimal environmental conditions 
for effective policy in facilitating science and technology interactions. 

In addition to these grand designs, the Bayh-Dole act in the USA and the EU Framework 
Programmes have both been credited with contributing to more productive interactions between 
science and technology (Caloghirou et al., 2001; Mowery et al., 2001). These policy and funding 
instruments were primarily aimed at the interaction space between industry and universities, and 
how universities could better orientate themselves (and the human capital they represent) 
towards application-driven science. Funding instruments available to European universities have 
become more project-orientated (Bonaccorsi, 2007; Lepori et al., 2007a; Lepori et al., 2007b) 
with greater industrial financial input (Gulbrandsen & Smeby, 2005). Universities have tended 
towards specialisation, especially on realisation of the need to capitalise on research conducted 
within the university, undergoing a “second academic revolution” where economic development 
is becoming embedded in the charter of a university (Etzkowitz, 1998; Etzkowitz et al., 2000). The 
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development of Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) to facilitate the capitalisation of research 
(Markman et al., 2005a; Markman et al., 2005b), and the introduction of university practices 
aimed at facilitating the development of spin-offs (Feldman et al., 2002) have become common-
place amongst universities.

Proponents of systems of innovation theories would say that the specific knowledge transfer 
processes occur against the background of a national system of innovation. For analytical 
purposes, however, the scale of these systems becomes a hindrance. They hinder examining 
specific developments and origins of technologies and the associated science. In other words, 
the system of innovation serves to condition the knowledge transfer processes at the micro-level 
rather than describing the knowledge transfer processes that occur.

On a practical level, knowledge transfer and associated mechanisms typically focus on mediums. 
Examples of which include technology or skills (Steffensen et al., 2000) where participants receive 
the knowledge required to perform tasks with a certain technology through the construction and 
utilisation of that technology itself. Another example includes contracts or collaborations 
(Agrawal et al., 2006) in which participants working in close proximity (be it cognitive or physical) 
supplement their current knowledge and skills with those of their collaborators or contractors/
contractees. Transfer mediums are typically codified in publications and patents or can be tacit 
(Cohen et al., 2002). Commonly used indicators are based on patent and publication data, as 
publications are considered to be the most visible outcome of scientific research and patent 
applications provide detailed evidence of technological progress (Tijssen, 2002).

Knowledge transfer has typically been addressed in the extant literature as something that occurs 
as matter of fact. Breschi and Lissoni (2001) even argue against the ‘stylised fact’ of localised 
knowledge spillovers, in which it is assumed that knowledge spillovers occur. There are more 
complex processes at work within knowledge transfer, other than merely assuming or expecting 
occurrence. To start, the actual knowledge elements transferred serve as a black box and what is 
missing is an adequate methodology for quantifying the tracks and knowledge being transferred. 
In this thesis, we aim to provide some understanding and clarification in this direction, leading to 
the first sub-question relating to the quantification of knowledge transfer, and the actors involved. 
Specifically, how can we identify knowledge elements and their attributes in an operational way, 
and what elements are transferred between actors?

To do this, it is necessary to understand first the ability to transfer and receive knowledge, and 
this is highly dependent on the infrastructure of the supporting knowledge platforms. Key to 
these knowledge platform infrastructures is the receptivity or absorptive capacity (Cohen & 
Levinthal, 1990) of the recipient. 

1.3.2 Absorptive capacity and academic spin-offs
Absorptive capacity, or the ability to recognise the utility of new information and to translate and 
apply it commercially (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990) best describes the sender and receiver aspect of 
knowledge transfer. For both the individual and firm, the knowledge assets (Nonaka, 1994) in 
place influence the ability to recognise the utility of new knowledge, as well as the ability to 
merge new knowledge with current knowledge to produce novel artefacts, processes and 
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understanding. Absorptive capacity may be considered both in terms of the individuals comprising 
the firm, and as the firm itself. As stated by Cohen and Levinthal (1990), “Beyond diverse 
knowledge structures, the sort of knowledge that individuals should possess to enhance organi-
zational absorptive capacity is also important. Critical knowledge does not simply include 
substantive, technical knowledge; it also includes awareness of where useful complementary 
expertise resides within and outside the organization” (p.133). In this manner a key aspect is the 
communication between the firm and the outside world. To this end, key individuals should be 
considered, namely the star (Zucker & Darby, 1996), core (Furukawa & Goto, 2006), or Pasteur 
scientist (Stokes, 1997) as they are best positioned to recognise the current knowledge platforms 
of the firm and how best to supplement them (Baba et al., 2009). Additionally, market demands 
may affect the search for new knowledge or ideas to incorporate (Langrish et al., 1972), including 
the best way to integrate them into the current knowledge platform, such as through acquisition 
of staff or new in-house R&D efforts. 

The concept of absorptive capacity was expanded on significantly by Zahra & George (2002) who 
distinguished between potential and realised absorptive capacity. This is done by adding four 
operational dimensions to the definitions of absorptive capacity. These include, for potential 
absorptive capacity, acquisition - which necessitates the taking of stock or inventory of the current 
assets and knowledge platforms; and assimilation - which requires the knowledge intended to be 
brought in not only to be understood theoretically but also in terms of its place within current 
knowledge platforms. In realised absorptive capacity, the dimensions of transformation - which 
includes the ability to create novel knowledge by adding external knowledge to the current 
platform, and exploitation - in which results of the combined aforementioned dimensions are 
brought to light. Examples of exploitation could include, but are not limited to, patent applica-
tions, scientific publications or new work processes. 

To address some of the complex processes in measuring knowledge transfer and absorptive 
capacity, studies frequently involve academic spin-offs because they provide the clearest identi-
fiable path of knowledge transfer, where an idea can be followed from its inception to its com-
mercial roll-out through a specific individual or group. Spin-offs embody an idea which was 
developed in academia and deemed to be commercially viable, but they require a dedicated 
entity to manifest. Studies involving spin-offs generally focus on the typologies of the firms and 
progenitor universities (Jones-Evans, 1995; Mustar et al., 2006; Westhead & Storey, 1995) or the 
environments they settle in - most commonly a choice between on or off a Science Park 
(Dettwiler et al., 2006; Felsenstein, 1994; Fukugawa, 2006; Hansson et al., 2005). Overall, studies 
such as the above provide indications of the roles of the individuals involved with the knowledge 
transfer, as well as the source and end-user environments of the knowledge, but do not examine 
their effects on the actual knowledge elements being transferred. 

For studies relying on scientific output, their analyses must be based on accurate data, especially 
when using scientific publications. In researching the precise knowledge elements being trans-
ferred, the scientific publications of the person(s) under study must be positively identified as 
belonging to that individual and not another researcher of the same name. This is a common problem 
in studies that utilise scientific publications. With the rise of the Asian science systems, and the 
associated low variance in Asian researcher names, this problem is likely to get worse. To tackle 
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this, we strongly require an understanding of the problems related to name ambiguity, plus a reliable 
and effective process to accurately disambiguate the sometimes vast number of publications. 

1.3.3 Disambiguation
An automated approach to disambiguation is necessary, which is particularly important now that 
the scale and scope of databases is increasing dramatically (Cassiman et al., 2007; Moed et al., 
2004). Automated methods tend to follow either a computer science or a sociological/linguistic 
approach or a combination of the two. Essentially, similarities between two authors and their 
outputs are calculated using various models. These include Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis 
(PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Magerman et al., 2010; Song et al., 2007). These 
approaches have been successful to a degree but most suffer from a common drawback, that of 
data discarding. When comparing output records between two entities, it is common to discard a 
record that does not possess the necessary field for which the comparison was conducted. 
Therefore, the source databases used for many of these studies, such as Thompson Reuters ISI 
Web of Science, are not perfect in themselves because data may already be missing. For example, 
studies utilising key words suffer if any records are missing their keywords. Another example is 
that of using co-author similarity to determine if two records are from the same author. When 
using co-authors, how to handle records with only one author i.e. no co-authors? In practice, 
these records are discarded, to the detriment of the resulting precision and recall of the algorithm. 
For large, comparative studies the source data needs to be taken into consideration, and 
disambiguation is a necessity. 

To address the issue of data accuracy, the second sub-question of this thesis is: How can we 
disambiguate researchers with an effective balance between precision and recall? 

Once we are able to construct databases in which the accuracy of the publications contained 
within are to our satisfaction, we can analyse the knowledge elements being transferred with a 
higher degree of confidence. Returning to the transfer of knowledge elements, in order to link 
absorptive capacity and spin-offs, we examine a common route to enabling the infrastructure for 
absorptive capacity. This lies in the choice of location for an academic spin-off (Volberda et al., 
2010). For spin-offs, the environment is crucial for absorptive capacity to occur. Cohen and 
Levinthal (1990) state that absorptive capacity is the “ability to identify, assimilate, and exploit 
knowledge from the environment”. The environment offers firms a choice of knowledge, and 
access to an environment is often the first step for firms stepping outside the university. This is in 
line with resource-based theory, in which academic spin-offs require access to different resources 
including capital, personnel, space and knowledge (Dettwiler et al., 2006; Klofsten, 1999; Löfsten 
& Lindelöf, 2005). For academic spin-offs, an environment that provides this is often a Science Park.

1.3.4 Science Parks
There is a substantial body of literature that describes Science Parks  as providing an environment 
to promote knowledge transfer and interactions between firms, universities and small labs (Das & 
Teng, 1997; Löfsten & Lindelöf, 2005; Siegel et al., 2003); they provide a contact space between 
the ‘fast applied science’ of industry and the ‘slow basic science’ of the university (Quintas et al., 
1992), and provide a technological platform for economic development at a regional or national 
level (Castells & Hall, 1994; Felsenstein, 1994; Phillimore, 1999). 
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Each Science Park may have specific origins but there are three general growth mechanisms 
involved. These include: government-directed mechanisms; agglomerative effects; and new firm 
creation and self-renewal (Koh et al., 2005). The agglomerative effects and new firm creation and 
self-renewal mechanisms are strongly linked to ease of access to qualified personnel, primarily 
through universities located nearby. Access to this sort of personnel is a boon for firm-founders 
looking to transfer research conducted in academia to application or commercialisation in industry. 

Science park locations primarily appeal to firms which are either industry-based spin-outs, or 
academic spin-offs. There are three distinct reasons at the heart of the motivations of each type 
of firm to join a Science Park (Westhead & Batstone, 1998). The first of which is related to 
neoclassical theory in which transport, labour costs, distance to customers, and agglomeration 
economies are influential. The second set of reasons are related to behavioural aspects including 
the presence of mediators, gatekeepers or information channels in the form of the Science Park 
management. Additionally, the reputational advantages of situating in a Science Park play a large 
role in influencing firm founders to locate in a park. Most importantly for this thesis, the third set 
of reasons relate to structuralist approaches, including access to an innovative, networked 
environment, in which the presence of a Higher Education Institution plays a central role. 

However, in all the literature on Science Parks, the idiosyncrasies of each Science Park add 
complexity. The convoluted histories and serendipitous moments (Dodgson & Hinze, 2000) of 
firms located on Science Parks adds force difficult questions to arise in studies comparing Science 
Parks. As such, considering academic spin-offs most frequently choose to locate in a Science 
Park, we examine the environment and associated networks found in a Science Park that facilitate 
or affect knowledge transfer, rather than comparing Science Parks. From this, the third and last 
sub-question: What resources, and from which actors and operational spheres, contribute most 
significantly to the development of an academic spin-off and its host technology? 

1.4 Sub-Questions
Given the theoretical bases touched upon in the above sections and the various methodological 
issues with measuring knowledge transfer, the general question formulated in the introduction 
can be split into sub-questions that will be addressed in the chapters to follow. This thesis aims to 
provide a tool kit of methods and concepts to help answer each of the sub-questions and, 
ultimately, the primary research question. To recap, the sub-questions are: 

–  How can we identify knowledge elements and their attributes in an operational way, and what 
elements are transferred between actors? 

–  What resources, and from which actors and operational spheres, contribute most significantly 
to the development of an academic spin-off and its host technology? 

Related to the accuracy of the data for the above-mentioned sub-questions:
–  How can we disambiguate researchers with an effective balance between precision and 

recall?
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1.5 Selected case studies
The selection of case studies for answering the primary and sub-questions was based on primarily 
isolating, or controlling for, extraneous circumstances. Beginning with the choice of academic rather 
than industrial spin-offs, academic spin-offs represent the immediate transfer of ideas generated 
in academia to industry, whereas industry spin-offs do not have any immediate links with academic 
research. The incentives against failure also differ between the two as the financial support given 
to academic spin-offs as provided by the university is minimal as compared to the relatively larger 
financial backing of an industrial parent. This affects the level of responsibility felt by the individual, 
as the success or failure of the firm lies solely on the firm founder’s shoulders, in both a personal 
and academic sense. For industrial spin-offs, the responsibility is still considerable, though to a 
lesser extent. The motivation to succeed in an academic spin-off is also driven by the individual, 
whereas with an industrial spin-off the parent firm is arguably more reliant on its success.

To investigate the environment surrounding the transfer of knowledge from academia to industry, 
the Science Park is often considered the best option for knowledge-intensive spin-offs to locate, 
at least initially. The presence of a university near to a Science Park is promoted for firm founders, 
as is the ready access to expertise that it represents should the need arise. From the perspective 
of the university, a Science Park may act as an important external conduit  to valorisation of 
research conducted within the university. A Science Park arguably represents such an environ-
ment, as it provides an extension of the university’s research capabilities by providing infrastruc-
ture and organisational aspects which it would not otherwise have space or budget for.

This thesis will refer to a specific individual, a collection of firms and a specific Science Park which 
have been selected to demonstrate the effectiveness of the tool kit of methods and concepts 
developed. The individual scientist used to answer sub-question How can we identify knowledge 
elements and their attributes in an operational way, and what elements are transferred between 
actors? is a prolific academic scientist and the founder of a successful biotechnology-orientated 
firm. Professor Nakamura, of the University of Tokyo and founder of Oncotherapy Sciences Ltd., 
provides a perfect case study to test our methodology in linking scientific publications and patent 
applications. With over 900 publications published through both the university and the firm, and 
over 100 patents granted with either the university or the firm as assignee, he is an excellent test 
bed to examine the transfer of knowledge from academia to industry.

To answer the sub-question What resources, and from which actors and operational spheres, 
contribute most significantly to the development of an academic spin-off and its host technology? 
the firms we selected are drawn from Leiden Bioscience Park, located in Leiden, The Netherlands. 
This Science Park is biotechnology-orientated with a wide variety of service, research and product 
development companies. There are a few large multinational companies located within the grounds 
and its close physical proximity to Leiden University (and its teaching hospital, Leiden University 
Medical Centre) are attractants to firms looking to locate there. There have been significant 
investments in the infrastructure of the park and there is an active park management team, 
responsible for recruiting new firms to its premises. The firms from Leiden Bioscience Park were 
selected on three primary criteria: the firm was formed within the last 10 years; the firm was 
founded by a university or knowledge institute researcher; and lastly, the firm is in the field of life 
sciences and health. Following these criteria, we eventually were able to include nine firms in this 
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thesis. These criteria were deployed so as to ensure certain commonalities i.e. economic climate, 
scientific field, approximate qualifications of the firm founder and formation origins (specifically 
academic rather than corporate spin-offs).

To answer the sub-question How can we disambiguate researchers with an effective balance 
between precision and recall? we utilised a data set of publications and authors that had been 
pre-cleaned by hand. This data set was prepared by a project team within the PRIME ERA 
Dynamics project. The data set is a collection of 4979 articles, letters, notes and reviews featuring 
5616 authors, within the field of heterogeneous catalysis. It was important to begin with a 
‘gold-standard’ data set, in that it allowed us to test our algorithms with confidence, knowing that 
the results were based on clean data. 

1.6 Methods used
The methods used in this thesis address the different requirements of the sub-questions and 
ultimately the primary research question. 

To gain an understanding of the data, the data was first cleaned and disambiguated (both 
algorithmically and by hand). The method of algorithmic disambiguation outlined in Gurney et 
al., (2012) utilises the similarities between publications of the metadata as well as the level of 
contribution of individual authors to each publication. In this method, we incorporated a logistic 
regression and cluster detection process. Furthermore, to counter-act the common problem of 
data discarding in disambiguation processes, our approach incorporates all the available meta-
data for each record. If specific metadata fields were blank or missing, the next optimum combi-
nations of available metadata were used. This resulted in a very effective dynamic approach for 
comparing records, where the optimum available metadata were used. In some instances, 
records were compared to each other on completely different metadata, with each combination 
of metadata providing differing predictive abilities. 

The similarities between publications and patent applications were based on three methods, the 
first developed by Van den Besselaar & Heimeriks (2006). In this method, rather than using only 
the title words or only the cited references to create a similarity matrix between publications, a 
combination of both was used to encompass both the cognitive foreground (title words) and the 
scientific background (cited references). This combination provided a clearer view as to the context 
and content of the publications in one similarity metric. The third method is based on the community 
detection algorithm of Blondel et al. (2008), the ‘Louvain Method’ as is it is commonly referred to. 
This clustering algorithm allowed us to quickly allocate clusters within the similarity matrices 
created using the combination of title word and cited references (the first method). The algorithm 
is what is known as a ‘greedy’ algorithm where the modularity of the network is iteratively built 
and tested to its optimum, resulting in each publication being assigned to discrete clusters. The 
third method in this combination is based on the visualisation techniques developed in Horlings 
& Gurney (2012), in which the academic life cycle of a researcher was mapped according to the 
similarities calculated by Van den Besselaar & Heimeriks’ methodology and Blondel’s cluster 
assignments and displayed as latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates on a equirectangular map, 
separated by cluster and ordered by year. This method of visualisation afforded us a unique view 
of the development of individual scientists and the collective publication output of firms. 
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An extension of this was added to include the patent applications of the firm or individual to the 
map whereby the non-patent literature references cited by the patent applications are grouped 
together with the publications in terms of their overall similarity.

To visualise the interactions between firm founder and other entities in the context of a Science 
Park, we build upon a method we developed in Lanciano-Morandat (2009), in which the context 
and nature of the interaction, along with the proximity to the Science Park are mapped in a 
circular fashion, with the Science Park forming the centre of the circle. This method allows for a 
visually simple approach that is data-rich at the same time.

1.7 Introduction to chapters
This thesis is structured by the progression of methodological approaches necessary to fully 
examine the transfer of knowledge from academia to industry, how it is transferred and what 
factors influence the transfer. Below are short descriptions of each of the chapters including their 
overall contributions to the research questions.

In Chapter 2, part of ensuring the accuracy of the data used in this thesis, was the requirement to 
disambiguate the output of the individuals under study. The use, and any meaningful results, of 
any scientometric or bibliometric approach require an initial data set to be as error-free as possible. 
The approach taken in this chapter does not stem from a computer science direction, involving 
hugely complex algorithms, but rather from a sociological perspective. The general approach 
taken to disambiguation was unique in that we both prevented data from being discarded because 
of missing data fields, but also used time and author-contribution differences to increase the 
predictive ability of the algorithm. The time difference between records greatly influences the 
degree of similarity between details such as title words or co-authors. By allowing for a probable 
decrease in similarity over time, the approach can utilise other metadata such as host journal or 
cited references to better effect. Varying contributions from authors in metadata selection plays a 
large part in how similar records are to one another. Allowing for these behavioural aspects of 
publishing makes the algorithms more capable of distinguishing between individuals. In addition 
to the data cleaning and processing utility of the disambiguation algorithms developed in this 
chapter, the sociological and behavioural aspects discussed lead to one of the more important 
insights into the mechanisms of knowledge transfer i.e. the collaborative aspect of knowledge 
production.

Chapters 3 and 4 provide a detailed view on the construction, identification and tracking of 
knowledge elements, with Chapter 3 providing the methodological approach to be used in 
Chapter 4. Chapter 3 introduces the ideas of concept clusters in order to aid with the delineation 
of endogenous versus exogenously sourced knowledge in the analysis of the transfer of knowledge 
elements. Concept clusters are a result of clustering techniques where the non-patent literature 
references (NPLRs) in an inventor/author’s patent applications are grouped with the publications 
of that same inventor/author. This results in, at a fine-grained level, the identification of specific 
theories and methods utilised and cited by the patent applications in terms of clusters of publica-
tions. These clusters are composed of (i) publications authored by the inventor/author, and cited 
by the patent applications; (ii) publications authored by the inventor/author, and not cited by the 
patent applications; (iii) contain NPLRs not authored by the inventor/author; or (iv) contain a 
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heterogeneous mix of the three types. The proportional mix of these concept clusters allows us 
to infer the direct or indirect contributions of the inventor/author, either in terms of skill sets or 
knowledge, and at which stage in the inventor/author’s career they were utilised or built upon. 

This approach resulted in direct and indirect cognitive links between the technologies manifest in 
the patent applications and the scientific output, and thus capabilities, of the inventor/author. By 
highlighting the links between the patent applications and the underlying topics of research, it 
was possible to trace the development of an idea generated in academia, through transformation 
by the individual and eventual application in industry, as manifest by the patents and their 
embodied technologies. This methodology is applied to a case study in Chapter 4. This chapter 
uses the concept clusters approach to identify and analyse the role of the firm founder (Nakamura) 
and his co-inventors in facilitating the transfer of knowledge from academia to industry. Following 
the theoretical extensions of absorptive capacity by Zahra & George (2002), this chapter introduces 
a framework of descriptors to provide an understanding of the level of exogenously and endoge-
nously generated knowledge required for the technologies of the firm and the role of the 
Nakamura as contributor to these technologies. The framework addresses the following: the 
reputational and applicability aspects of Nakamura’s scientific work; the overall research trajectories 
of Nakamura in relation to the technologies; the degree of utilisation by the technologies of 
scientific fields outside Nakamura’s expertise; the degree of shared knowledge features between 
Nakamura’s research and the technologies; the level of input of Nakamura’s co-inventors and 
co-authors; and finally the degree of knowledge incorporated and applied to Nakamura to the 
specific technologies. 

In the penultimate chapter, Chapter 5, the quantitative approaches developed and expanded on 
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are combined with a qualitative approach that we developed and 
deployed in an earlier study (Lanciano-Morandat et al., 2009). This qualitative approach was 
adapted to academic start-ups based at Leiden Bioscience Park in The Netherlands. Of equal 
importance to the social networks reported by the firms was their scientific development (analysed 
in a way as detailed in Chapters 3 and 4). The two models were combined to assess the role of 
the Science Park as an entity, and as an environment for successful firm development. A firm 
selection profile was built using the methodologies detailed in Chapter 3, based on the inter-
actions reported by the firms’ founders and the scientific and technical efforts (in terms of 
publishing and patenting) of the firm founders and their collaborating partners. The overall aim of 
this chapter is to examine the cognitive routes and developments of an idea generated in 
academia and exploited in industry, in relation to support by the Science Park. These aims are 
achieved by analysing the links between the firms’ founders and their technological output 
including the scientific and technological links to local, regional and international HEIs and public 
research institutes. It closely examines the role of the firm founders’ knowledge stocks, including 
the activity characteristics of their collaborators. The facilitating role of the Science Park admini-
stration is examined as well as the role of other firms located at the Science Park. 

The sixth and final chapter summarises the findings of previous chapters and elucidates theoretical 
links between them in order to answer the primary research question. Additional considerations 
are made to explore future research possibilities and the implications for policy makers, industrial 
actors, universities and the founders of start-ups located in Science Parks.
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